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APPROVED/APPROUVÉE

FILING DATE/DATE DE PRODUCTION: 22 mars/Mar 2018

APPLICANT/REQUÉRANT:
Axel  Axmann
6336 13 Ave
Edson
ALBERTA
T7E 1S2

TRADEMARK DETAILS/DÉTAILS DE LA MARQUE DE COMMERCE

TRADEMARK TYPE/TYPE DE MARQUE DE COMMERCE

Design

VISUAL REPRESENTATION/REPRÉSENTATION VISUELLE

DESCRIPTIVE REFERENCE/RÉFÉRENCE DESCRIPTIVE

Jet Plane with the word 'Aeros'  in red, white, blue & silver

GOODS/PRODUITS:

9 (1) Fridge magnets.
16 (2) Print media, namely game sheets, tickets, posters, and printed programs.
21 (3) Promotional items, namely coffee cups, water bottles.
25 (4) Promotional articles of clothing and headgear, namely: jerseys, pants, track suits, hoodies, sweatshirts,

tshirts, jackets, and hats.
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28 (5) Toy and novelty helmets.

SERVICES:

35 (1) Association services namely, promoting the interests of hockey clubs, hockey players, hockey coaches,
hockey team owners, hockey fans, and the game of hockey; association services, namely developing and
implementing social and charitable programs on behalf of, inspired or promoted by, or through the
participation of, hockey players and other athletes; promoting the sport of hockey through the organization of a
hockey team, providing of entertainment and amusement through the medium of hockey games, the
organization and administration of ice hockey competitions; promoting and encouraging the increased
recreational activity and physical fitness amongst Canadians through participation in recreational hockey.

41 (2) Providing information about hockey instruction via a website; organizing and conducting hockey
tournaments and training clinics; providing entertainment and amusement through the medium of hockey
games; the organization and administration of a hockey club; planning sporting events namely hockey events
and hockey instruction; providing educational instruction regarding skating, hockey skills, goal-tending and
timekeeping and officiating of hockey games; conducting workshops and seminars in hockey instruction.

CLAIMS/REVENDICATIONS:

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (1), (2), (3) and on services.

Comments/CommentairesAction Date BF

filed/produite 2018/03/22
created/créé 2018/03/22
formalized/formalisée 2018/03/27
search recorded/recherche enregistrée 2019/08/09
examiner's first report/premier rapport de l'examinateur 2019/08/09 2020/02/09
correspondence created/correspondance créée 2019/09/19 2020/03/19
approved/approuvée 2019/10/01
approval notice sent/avis d'approbation envoyé 2019/10/01


